**Abstract**—User based collaborative filtering (UserCF) is a method that generates recommendations based on the preferences and past actions of like-minded users. Currently, most UserCF based recommendation systems do not consider the users’ purchase precedence and activeness when locating those like-minded users. Yet, these two factors contain valuable information that can contribute to recommendation accuracy and diversity. First, according to the Diffusion of Innovations Theory (DIT), the earlier that a like-minded user purchased an item, the more likely that he would be a trend leader in his respective area of interest. Such users are called the innovators, and they should have higher level of influence on their followers than a typical like-minded user. Second, innovators are typically more active and more adventurous users. They are the ones who are more willing to try out new products of various genres, and would therefore contribute the diversity of the recommendation. Based on these reasons, we propose in this paper an improved UserCF mechanism based on innovators instead of simply like-minded users. The proposed method is simple to implement, and also applicable even in the cases where item release time is not available. Extensive experiments were conducted to evaluate the proposed mechanism using various metrics and the results were encouraging; our proposed scheme not only achieved the best results in term of accuracy, but also performed well in terms of diversity (including intra-list and aggregate diversity) as well.

**Index Terms**—collaborative filtering, innovators, recommendation systems, ordering of users, intra-list diversity, aggregate diversity.

I. INTRODUCTION

RECOMMENDATION systems find interesting items from an overwhelming amount of available information. To the users, it provides useful and personalized product recommendations among an ever-growing list of selections. To the merchants, it provides an effective cross-selling solution for their products. There have been already many successfully applications in various areas [1], ranging from the more traditional applications such as movies recommendation in Movielens and Netflix, book and consumer products recommendation in Amazon, to more recent applications in tourism and travel recommendation [2], and social network recommendation [3].

One popular technique commonly employed in recommendation system is user based collaborative filtering (UserCF). The idea of UserCF can be summarized briefly in the following steps. Firstly, for all the users, UserCF calculates a similarity score for each pair of users based on the number of items that both users have selected. Secondly, for each target user, UserCF locates the $k$ most like-minded users based on the similarity-scores. Any items that have been already purchased by those $k$ like-minded fellows but not yet by the target user then form a candidate recommended items set. Finally, the relevance between the target user and each candidate item is computed, and the items with the highest predicted relevance are recommended to the user.

In order to locate the like-minded fellow users, many current UserCF [4] employ a simple counting method. That is, it simply counts the number of co-selected items, and then measures their consistency rating. In such models, all fellow users are treated equally, and are assumed to have equal influence. However, there are evidences that this is not always the case in reality. For example, according to the Diffusion of Innovations Theory (DIT) [5], users can be classified into five categories depending on the time of purchase of their items, namely, the innovators, the early adopters, the early majority, the late majority and the laggards. Innovators are the members of a society who would typically be the first ones to adopt new products. They are aware of their own preference and they are often the trend leaders, whose purchase decisions will have influence on the general public [5]. Thus, if this theory is correct, then not all like-minded fellow users should be treated equally in a recommendation system. Rather, the early adopters, i.e., the innovators, should be given higher weights so that recommendation accuracy can be improved. Moreover, innovators are also more adventurous. They are more likely to try out various kinds of items. Thus, innovator-based recommendation system would also have result in higher degree of product diversity as well. After all, diversity improves user satisfaction [6], and is also an important element of recommendation systems.

Based on the above discussions, we proposed an Improved UserCF Recommendation Algorithm (IURA) based on the concept of innovators. The proposed method is easy to implement. Furthermore, it can be applied even in the cases where the item release time is not available, which is often the case in reality. The contributions of this paper are summarized as follow.

- We proposed an Improved UserCF Recommendation Algorithm (IURA) for recommendation system. IURA is based on the concept of innovator for generating recommendations, resulting in higher recommendations accuracy and diversity.
- We proposed a novel method for finding innovators. Instead of using item release time, which is not always available, our method is based on the relative purchase ordering of the innovator out of all buyers for the given products. This makes our approach more applicable in real life applications than various related schemes. Additionally, we also proposed novel activeness-based criteria for finding the innovators, which helps to increase the diversity of the recommendations.
- We evaluated our proposed scheme (IURA) based on
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two representative datasets and compared the results with other popular methods using various evaluation metrics. Experimental studies showed IURA achieved the highest recommendation accuracy compared to other baseline methods. Additionally, IURA also performed well in other recommendation quality metrics, namely intra-list diversity [6], [7] and aggregate diversity [8].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: we first review the related works in Section II; Section III presents our proposed scheme. Experiment design and results will be shown in Section IV; Conclusion will be given in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

There are two research areas that are closely related to our work, namely, collaborative filtering algorithms and the concept of innovators. In the following, we will give an overview on these related literatures.

A. Collaborative Filtering Method

Collaborative Filtering (CF) is one of the most widely used recommendation algorithms. Depending on their technical natures, CF-based methods can be classified as either memory-based or model-based methods. The difference is that while memory-based methods use all data to generate recommendations directly, model-based methods use the data to first learn a model, and then make recommendations through the model. Examples of model-based methods include latent factor models [9] and Bayesian model [10]. Model-based methods require more time to learn the models, while memory-based methods are usually simpler and require less offline computation. Typical memory based CF methods include K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) CF [4], [11]; UserCF [4] and ItemCF [11]. The mechanism of ItemCF differs from UserCF in that ItemCF calculates the similarity between each pair of items rather than between the users. To measure the similarity between each pair of items, ItemCF counts the number of users who have selected the pair, and then computes the user rating consistency for the two items. For each candidate recommended item, top k similar items are then chosen from selections of the given user and a relevance score between the candidate recommended items and the given user is computed.

Although it has been reported that ItemCF achieves better scalability [11], [12], in this paper we mainly focus on UserCF. There are two main reasons for this decision. First, UserCF mines inter-user relationship instead of inter-item relationship as done in ItemCF. And as argued by Kawamae et al. in [13], [14], inter-user relationship is one of the key factors for predicting user future preference. Second, it has been reported that UserCF produced superior performance in top-n recommendation [12], [13], [14], which is an important evaluation metric in real life applications. Nevertheless, UserCF can still be improved in many aspects. Examples include extending the applicability of UserCF to other data types (e.g. stream data [15]), and improving the overall efficiency (e.g. tackling the cold-start item problem [1]) of UserCF by combining it with content based methods. In this paper, we focus on improving the top-n recommendation performance of UserCF by adopting the concept of innovators.

B. Innovators based Methods

The concept of innovators has seen applications in social networking. For instance, in [16], Tyler et al. used innovators to classify items and to predict their likely followers. In [17], Song et al. located the innovators by counting the number of times that a user purchased an item ahead of the others. The concept of innovators has also been applied in UserCF. In [13], [14], Kawamae et al. proposed an innovator-based UserCF by measuring the amount of time that a candidate innovator selected an item ahead of a given user. However, a drawback of this model is that both the user purchase date and the item release date are required. In many real life situation, while the user purchase date is easy available, the item release dates often turn out to be not as easily obtainable as it seems. For example, the exact release dates of some old movies are not available in many movie databases and even in the cases that the dates are available, they are typically not unique as the same movie may be launched in different countries at different time. In such cases, it would be difficult, or even impossible, to calculate the likelihood of a user being an innovator according to the proposed model.

Our current work is partially inspired by Kawamae’s method, but with one important difference. Instead of using the amount of time elapsed between product release time and the purchase time to find the innovators, our model is based on the position of a user among all users who has purchased an item. For this reason, our method has higher applicability as it can be applied even in the cases where the exact item release time is not known. The proposed method is also novel in that we take into account the activeness of the candidate innovator, which is important for providing diversified recommendations. The details of our scheme will be described in the next section.

III. PROPOSED SCHEME

In this section we describe the proposed scheme in details. The new scheme is named IURA, which stands for Improved User-based Recommendation Algorithm.

A. Finding the Innovators

According to the Diffusion of Innovations Theory [5], innovators venture to be the first one to adopt new items or products, and introduce them into the community. Other members get to know the innovation from them. In accordance with the innovators’ characteristics of early adoption, we identify potential innovators for a given user based on 2 principles: (1) for the co-selected item, innovators should buy it ahead of the given user. The earlier s/he has bought it, the more likely that s/he is an innovator for the given user; (2) For the candidate innovators, s/he should be active to try out newly released items. In other words, an innovator should purchase the items soon after the items were released. Note that, however, in this interpretation, the concept of innovator can be relative to a user. That is, each user can have his own personal innovators, who are the trend-leaders in his area of interest, who have the greatest influence for that user.

As discussed in Section II, the item release time is not always available. So instead, our work is based on the purchase ordering position of the candidate innovators among all buyers. The idea is as follows. For a given item chosen by
a group of users, it is natural that some users would choose it ahead of the others. An ordered list of users can therefore be generated according to their respective purchased time (Fig. 1). Let \( \Pi_j = \{ u^j_1, u^j_2, \ldots, u^j_n \} \) represents the list of the \( n \) users who have chosen an item \( j \), and \( u^j_i \) denotes the \( i-th \) user who has purchased the item. Let \( O_{\Pi_j,u^j} \), represents the position of \( u_j \) in \( \Pi_j \). The earlier the user selected the item, the higher position is his/her position in the ordering list. As an example, consider user \( u_5 \) and Items \( k \) in Fig. 1. Since \( u_5 \) was the first user to select \( k \), \( O_{\Pi_5,u_5} \) is 1 in this case.

We can then define the activeness of the innovators and the lead-time that an innovator purchased an item ahead of other users as follows. First, the activeness of a user is determined by the frequency that the user is located near the top positions of the user orderings of the items that s/he had chosen.

The idea is implemented in Eq.1, where \( \text{Active}(u_i) \) is the active score of user \( u_i \), \( |\Pi_j| \) is the number of users who selected \( j \). \( S(u_i) \) is the set of items selected by user \( u_i \). The function \( \text{avg}() \) computes the average position that a user locates on the user orderings. The more frequently the user selected the item soon after it released, the higher the active score s/he achieves.

\[
\text{Active}(u_i) = \text{avg}(1 - \frac{O_{\Pi_j,u_i}}{|\Pi_j|}), j \in S(u_i)
\]

In addition to the active score of a user, we also compute the lead time that a candidate innovator selects an item ahead of a given user. The idea is presented in Eq.2, where \( \text{InterUser}(u_i,u) \) is the inter-user score between \( u_i \) (the candidate innovator) and \( u \) (a given user) that measures how much earlier \( u_i \) selected the co-selected item ahead of \( u \). \( S(u_i,u) \) is the set of co-selected items by \( u_i \) and \( u \). \( \delta_j(O_{\Pi_j,u_i}, O_{\Pi_j,u}) \) is an indicator function defined in Eq.3: if \( u_j \) (the candidate innovator) selected \( j \) (the co-selected item) earlier than \( u \) (the given user), \( \delta_j(O_{\Pi_j,u_i}, O_{\Pi_j,u}) = 1 \), otherwise it is 0.

\[
\text{InterUser}(u_i,u) = \sum_{j \in S(u_i,u)} \delta_j(O_{\Pi_j,u_i}, O_{\Pi_j,u}) \frac{(O_{\Pi_j,u} - O_{\Pi_j,u_i})}{|\Pi_j|}
\]

Eq.2 is advantageous because it tends to give a higher weight to the innovators who share more co-rated items with the given user. The inter-user score accumulates for each co-selected item. So, as a result, the candidate innovators who have more co-selected items with the given user will achieve higher inter-user score, which in turn indicates that they would have more common interests with the given user, and hence should be able to provide more accurate recommendation with higher confidence. In our implementation, the Inter-user scores are normalized using Max-Min method.

With the active score and inter-user score in place, the likelihood that a given user can serve as an innovator for another user is then predicted by Eq.4, where \( P(u_i,u) \) represents the likelihood that \( u_i \) is an innovator from the perspective of user \( u \). This way, the users who shares similar interests with the given user and is active to try out newly released items would have higher chance to be an innovator for the given user. All three functions, \( \text{Active}(u_i), \text{InterUser}(u_i,u) \) and \( P(u_i,u) \) range from \([0,1]\).

\[
P(u_i,u) = \text{Active}(u_i) \cdot \text{InterUser}(u_i,u)
\]

B. The IURA algorithm for User-based Recommendation

Before generating recommendations for a given user, IURA first locates the top \( K \) innovators for a given user according to Eq. 1-3. Items that have already selected by an innovator but not yet by the given users then constitute the candidate recommended items set for the user. For each candidate item, a predicted rating of it for the given user is then calculated by Eq.4, which computes a weighted average of the innovators’ ratings for the candidate item. Here, \( r_i(u_k,i) \) is the rating of \( u_k \) (the innovator) for the item \( i \).

\[
r_i(u_k,i) = \frac{\sum_{u_k \in \text{Inno}(u_k,K)} P(u_k,u) \cdot r_i(u_k,i)}{\sum_{u_k \in \text{Inno}(u_k,K)} P(u_k,u)}
\]

Notice that in Eq.4, the denominator forces the predicted rating falls in the specific range, e.g.[15] in Netflix dataset. However, in most of the cases, only the items with the highest predicted ratings will be shown, but the predicted ratings of them are not. This is referred to Find Good Item Task in [18]. To deal with such tasks, we can simplify Eq.4 by removing the denominator as

\[
\text{RP}(u,i) = \sum_{u_k \in \text{Inno}(u_k,K)} P(u_k,u) \cdot r_i(u_k,i)
\]

A benefit of this approach (Eq.5) is that higher rankings would be given to items with many innovators, resulting in higher level of confidence for the recommendations. Note that the computed coefficient in Eq.5 is a recommendation priority (RP), which is not equivalent to the predicted rating, although the higher is an item’s RP, the higher the predicted rating should be. Items with higher RPs are recommended to the user.

IV. EXPERIMENT

To evaluate our proposed method, we conducted a series of experiments on two representative datasets and adopted various metrics for evaluation. In Section IV-A, the adopted datasets are introduced. Experiment setup is presented in Section IV-B. Experiment results are shown in Section IV-C.

A. Datasets

Two representative datasets are adopted to evaluate our proposed scheme: Netflix [19] and Movielens [20]. Both two datasets are widely used for evaluation. There are 2,113 users, 10,196 items and more than 800k ratings in Movielens dataset. The sparsity of this Movielens dataset is about 3.976%. The original Netflix dataset contains over...
17k items, 480k users and 100M ratings. For the sake of scalability, the original Netflix dataset is sampled to be a smaller dataset. The statistical properties of these two datasets are summarized in Table I.

### B. Experiment setup

As in general practice, we split the data into two disjoint sets chronologically. The older data constitute the training set, which is used for generating recommendations, and the more recent data constitute the test set, which is used for evaluation. During evaluation, each user was provided with 10 lists of recommendations, with size of 10, 20,..., 100 items respectively. The accuracy of each recommendation list is then evaluated.

A number of metrics were employed to evaluate the recommendation quality.  The first one was accuracy. In the literature, a popular metric for accuracy evaluation is the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), which measures the difference between the predicted rating and the true user rating. In many practical recommendation systems, however, the systems only provide a number of ‘best bet’ items to the users without revealing the predicted ratings. (Such problems are called the find good items task). For this reason, we adopted three popular top-N performance metrics, namely, precision (Eq.6), recall (Eq.7) and F1-score (Eq.8). Here, \( RS(u, N) \) represents the top \( N \) recommendations in the recommendation list of user \( u \), \( TestSet(u) \) is the set of items in the test set and also chosen by \( u \). Precision measures the proportion of recommendations among the recommendation list which are actually selected by the users. Recall measures the proportion of the recommendations which are actually selected by the users among the items in the test set. F1-score is a metric which considers both Precision and Recall.

\[
\text{Precision@N} = \frac{\sum_u |RS(u, N) \cap TestSet(u)|}{|U|}
\]

\[
\text{Recall@N} = \frac{\sum_u |RS(u, N) \cap TestSet(u)|}{|TestSet(u)|} \cdot \frac{|U|}{|U|}
\]

\[
F1@N = 2 \cdot \frac{\text{Precision@N} \cdot \text{Recall@N}}{\text{Precision@N} + \text{Recall@N}}
\]

In addition to accuracy, the diversity of the recommendations is also evaluated. Diversity is an important concept in recommendation systems because it allows the merchant to cross-sell not just the popular items, but also the ‘long-tail’ items (the items located in the tail of the sales distribution) as well. Additionally, a high diversity is also beneficial to the user because it can broaden the user’s horizon and increase his/her satisfaction [6], [8]. In this paper we employed two major types of diversity as evaluation metric, namely, intra-list diversity [6], [7] and aggregate diversity [8]. Intra-list diversity measures the difference between each pair of recommendations in the list. The concept is depicted in Eq.9, where \( d(i, j) \) is the dissimilarity between \( i \) (an item) and \( j \) (another item). In this paper, we adopted a content-independent metric [7] to calculate the similarity between any two items, which is illustrated by Eq.10. The difference function \( d(i, j) \) is then obtained by \( 1 - \text{sim}(i, j) \).

\[
\text{IntralistDiversity@N} = \frac{2}{|U| \cdot N(N - 1)} \sum_{u} \sum_{i \in RS(u, N), j \neq i \in RS(u, N)} d(i, j)
\]

\[
sim(i, j) = \frac{\sum_{u \in S(i, j)} (r_{u, i} - \bar{r}_u) \cdot (r_{u, j} - \bar{r}_u)}{\sqrt{\sum_{u \in S(i, j)} (r_{u, i} - \bar{r}_u)^2} \sqrt{\sum_{u \in S(i, j)} (r_{u, j} - \bar{r}_u)^2}}
\]

A related metric that we adopted is the aggregate diversity [8], which measures the number of distinct items recommended across all users (Eq.11). A high aggregate diversity in recommendation is beneficial to the e-retailer since it indicates that more distinct items are recommended to the users, thus increases the sale potential.

\[
\text{AggDiversity@N} = \left| \bigcup_{u \in U} RS(u, N) \right|
\]

To evaluate our scheme, we compared the performance of our method with a number of representative methods. Three schemes for making personalized recommendations are included in this study, namely UserCF [4], an innovator-based UserCF method proposed by Kawamae et al. [13] and SVDpp, which is a representative latent-factor-based method. Latent factor models get popular recently due to their good performance in top-n recommendation problems [25], and SVDpp [9] is a representative approach which considers user-item rating bias and user implicit preference for prediction (interested readers can refer [9] for more details). Apart from these representative methods, we also implemented three other non-personalized approaches to serve as benchmark algorithms, namely, AvgRating, Random and Toppop. AvgRating recommends the items which have the highest average ratings to the user. Random uses a random algorithm to recommends the non-chosen items to the users. Toppop recommends the most popular items to the users.

### C. Experiment Result

\#### 1) Accuracy Performance:

We first evaluated the accuracy related performance for the seven approaches. The results (precision, recall and F1-score) are presented from Fig. 2 to 7. The performance of Toppop and AvgRating turned out to be very close in this case. Thus, for clarity in display, only the Toppop results are shown in the figures.

From the results (Fig. 2 to 7), we see that the performance of the six approaches were very consistent despite different accuracy metrics and different datasets were in use. In all cases, the proposed (IURA) consistently outperformed all three related approaches as well as the baseline methods. For example, our method produced an improvement of 12.6% in term of precision compared to the second best method (Kawamae’s method) in the Netflix dataset when \( N = 10 \) (Fig.3), and achieved a precision that is 25.5%...
The diversities of the three methods that produced highest accuracy in section IV-C1, namely our method (IURA), Kawamae’s method and SVDpp. The results for both intra-list and aggregate diversity are shown in Tables II to V.

From the results, we observe that our method (IURA) achieved the highest diversity (both intra-list and aggregate) among the methods that produced the high accuracy. Again, higher intra-list diversity means that we can provide a more diverse recommendation list to the users, resulting in more choices for the customers and hence increasing user satisfaction. Higher aggregate diversity means that more distinct items are recommended to all the users as a group, which could help to increase the sales in general [8]. The good performance of IURA can be explained by its way of locating innovators. One highlight of IURA’s approach is that it also considers a candidate innovator’s activeness when determining the innovators for a given users. As explained earlier, an active innovator is often someone who is adventurous in trying out new items ahead of the general public. By considering innovator activeness, IURA is able to provide a more diverse list of recommendation, while maintaining a high degree of accuracy.
TABLE II
INTRA LIST DIVERSITY ON MOVIELENS DATASET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>60</th>
<th>70</th>
<th>80</th>
<th>90</th>
<th>100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SVDpp</td>
<td>.391</td>
<td>.424</td>
<td>.455</td>
<td>.472</td>
<td>.484</td>
<td>.494</td>
<td>.502</td>
<td>.511</td>
<td>.519</td>
<td>.528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kawamae's</td>
<td>.649</td>
<td>.668</td>
<td>.714</td>
<td>.756</td>
<td>.755</td>
<td>.755</td>
<td>.769</td>
<td>.781</td>
<td>.792</td>
<td>.801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our's</td>
<td>.648</td>
<td>.688</td>
<td>.717</td>
<td>.738</td>
<td>.755</td>
<td>.769</td>
<td>.781</td>
<td>.792</td>
<td>.801</td>
<td>.809</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III
INTRA LIST DIVERSITY ON NETFLIX DATASET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>60</th>
<th>70</th>
<th>80</th>
<th>90</th>
<th>100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SVDpp</td>
<td>.446</td>
<td>.518</td>
<td>.559</td>
<td>.591</td>
<td>.619</td>
<td>.644</td>
<td>.665</td>
<td>.679</td>
<td>.691</td>
<td>.704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kawamae's</td>
<td>.732</td>
<td>.802</td>
<td>.842</td>
<td>.870</td>
<td>.889</td>
<td>.904</td>
<td>.915</td>
<td>.924</td>
<td>.959</td>
<td>.939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our's</td>
<td>.733</td>
<td>.804</td>
<td>.846</td>
<td>.873</td>
<td>.892</td>
<td>.906</td>
<td>.917</td>
<td>.927</td>
<td>.935</td>
<td>.941</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IV
AGGREGATE DIVERSITY ON MOVIELENS DATASET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>60</th>
<th>70</th>
<th>80</th>
<th>90</th>
<th>100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SVDpp</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kawamae's</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>476</td>
<td>529</td>
<td>571</td>
<td>627</td>
<td>681</td>
<td>724</td>
<td>762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our's</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>441</td>
<td>522</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>632</td>
<td>680</td>
<td>731</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>852</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE V
AGGREGATE DIVERSITY ON NETFLIX DATASET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>60</th>
<th>70</th>
<th>80</th>
<th>90</th>
<th>100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SVDpp</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kawamae's</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>389</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>579</td>
<td>621</td>
<td>670</td>
<td>716</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our's</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>559</td>
<td>618</td>
<td>698</td>
<td>762</td>
<td>818</td>
<td>869</td>
<td>920</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. CONCLUSION
An improved UserCF recommendation algorithm (IURA) for making recommendation based on the concept of innovators is proposed in this paper. Innovators are those users who often select items ahead of the general public and are active in trying out the new items. More importantly, they are the trend leaders, and would have greater influence on the future choice of the follower. The proposed scheme identifies the innovators through the activeness of the candidate innovators as well as the relative ordering position that an innovator purchased an item among all buyers. The result is a scheme that is not only easy to implement, but can also be applied in real life situation where item release dates are not available. To evaluate the proposed scheme, a series of experiments were conducted on two datasets using various performance metrics. The obtained results are very encouraging. Experiment results suggested that, our scheme not only achieved the best performance in terms of accuracy (precision, recall, and F1), but it also performed well in term of intra-list and aggregate diversity also. This is significant because it has been previously suggested that diversity are achieved at a price of accuracy. Our results seem to suggest a new and effective direction in innovator-based recommendation.
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